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ON THE DETERMINANTS OF CROSS-COUNTRY AGGREGATE AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY
Hans Binswanger, Yair ,iundlak, Maw-Cheng Yang and Alan Bower

I. Introduction

The nature of sup:ly response is a subject often encountered in
evaluating the effects of economic policies. The concept of supply response
concentrates on the output-orice relationships. In general, the empirical
analysis of supply is conducted within the framework of a competitive firm
and thereby ignores important features of the analysis, namely: the nature
of factor supply and the determination of technology.2

For agriculture as a whole, factor supplies cannot be taken to be
perfectly elastic. In fact, the supply of most factors is fairly inelastic
in the short run and as such lead to inelastic supply. The rs'e.varce of the
elasticity of the factor supply can be Inferred by comparing the fairly high
supply elasticities of individual crops with the low ones obtained from a
direct elimination of aggregate supply.3 While resources are fairly fixed

1Hans Binswanger (AGRES), Maw-Cheng Yang and Alan Bowers(EPDCS), and Yair Mundlak, Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Ourthanks go to Fataneh Semsarzadeh and Hye-Sook Chung for assistancewith the painstaking task of filling in mi.sing values, and to RonDuncan who managed the project. Our gratitude also to those personsand institutions who supplied data.
2The issue of inelastic factor supp y was appt ,priazely treated :yJohnson in 1950, but largely ignored in later literature.
3See Mundlak (1985b), fo- a critical review of the empirical analysisof aggregate supply. For individual estimates see Bapna, Bond, Coleman,Johnson, Griliches and Pandey et al.
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for agriculture as a whole, they can more easily be allocated amcng
products.4

An exceotion to the findings of inelastic aggregate supply response
frcm a direct estimaticn of the supply function is Peterscn wno used cross-
country data and obtained an aggregate supply elasticity of 2.0. He argued
that the lcw estimates, which have been based on time-series data for
individual countries, are invalid because they do not reflect the investment
impact of changes in long-term price strategies.

The relevance of the technology choice issue for supply analysis is
less recognized. As explained in Mundlak (1984, 1985a), the problem of
producers is to choose simultaneously the techniques to be implemented and
the intensity of their utilization. The traditional supply analysis deals
only with the latter aspect. The choice of techniques depends on various
state variables, and public inputs, both human and physical are impor.ant
among Lhem. To analyze their impact, it is desirable to select a sample
with a wide spread in such variabies. Naturally, a wide spread is fourd in
cross country comparisons. This seems to be the comparative advantage of a
cross country analysis.

The purpose of this paper is -o analyze the effects of price and
various public inputs, or shifters, on the aggregate agricultural supply.
The sample consists of annual observations for 58 countries for the period
1969-1978. This paper summarizes some of the findings which are reported in
greater detail in Bins,anger et al (1985) (BMYB).

The major findings of the study are: A weak positive supply response
is obtained from the variations over time for the individual countries

4See Banpa, 3inswanger and Quizon for pertinent results. For a reviewof some empirical analyses of individual products, see Askari and Cummings.
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(within-country variations). An implausible negative supply response is

obtained from the between-country variations. The shifters, as a group,

account for most of the variations in supply in the within-country and

between-country analysis.

Does it mean that prices have no role in the determination of supply?

The answer is no but the role is somewhat more difficult to detect. We

indicate that the within-ccwntry estimates measure the short-run response

and as suc,, our estimates are consistent with estimates obtained from

similar data using for the agricultural production function. On the other

hand, the cross country analysis does not provide estimates for the long-run

supply response.

It, The Conceptual Framework

Exogenous technoloav

To a large extent, studies of supply response are carried out within

the micro-framework, applying resu-ts which hold for an individual firm

dir3ctly to the sector as a whole. Tu p'ace the discussion within such a

framework, write the restricted p.-ofit function:

(1) i (p, w, k, T) z max (py-wv : y,x £T)
y,v

where y is a 'ecto- of I oLitputs; x is a vector of J inputs decomposed to

(v) variable and (k) fixed components: x = (v,k) with dimensions (a ,, arb

= J; T is the feasible tecnnologi set; p is the vector of product prices; w

is the vector of factor pr,ces decomposed to conform to the decomposition

of x. However, where aroi;uity does not exist, such a decor,osition is not

made explicit.
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The outccme of this optimization are the restricted or short run

product supplies and factor demands:

(2) yj(p, w, k, T), vj(p, w, k, T)

Repeating the analysis for the urrestricted case results in the long run

suppl,es and factor demands.

(3) y*(p, w, t), v*(p, w, T), k*(P, W, T)

Empirical analyses are based on dated data. The decomposition of x to

v and k is dcne accord-ng to the ease of changing the inputs within the

period of analysis, usually a year. Consequently, tne empirical analysis of

(2) produces a restricted or short-run response. The relationships between

the restricted supply as given in (2) and the unrestricted supply as given

in (3) is given by the identity.

(4) y(p, w, k*, T) _ y*(p, w, T)

Hence, differentiating logarithmically5

b a In k*
(5) cu .' =r + 2 0 *.(5) iUi gri j=1 i In pi

where .ui and .ri are the unrestricted and restricted supply elasticities,

respectively, and 3j = a In yi/a In k*j are the production elasticities cf

the fixed factors . Sometimes E u and cri are referred to as the long-run

and short-run elasticities. Note that the relationships in (5) are obtained

under the identity in (4).

The quantitative importance of the foregoing discussion can be

illustrated by a simple example, using a single output production function.

5See Mundlak 1967.



For simplicity, let the productitn function be homogeneous of degree p < 1.
Then it can be shown that6

d ln y p
(6) d in p 1 - p

p is related to the prcc.~cticn elasticities (0j), and under equilibrium to

the factor shares (Sj):

p = 20j = 2Sj

Applying it to the aggregate agricultural suDply we consider as a first

approximation labor land and capital to be largely fixed in the short run.

Using a value of .16 for the factor shares of the variable inputs, we obtain

a supply elasticity of .19.7

The division to variable and fixed inputs is to some extent arbitrary.

Such a dichotomy suggests a zero supply el-.ticity for the fixed inputs and

infinite elasticity for the variable inputs. The iatter assumpticn is made,

generally implicitly, in many of the p-oduction analyses using derivatives

of the profit function. I1 holds true for the individual firm but not for

the industry ;as a whole. The analysis is therefore generalized by

introducing the factor supply functions:

(7) xj = Sj(wj, Tj)

where Tj represents the technology (or tastes when dealing with labor

supply) in the sec.or producing input j. Let sj = a ln xj/a ln wj. The

6See EMYB. For non-ho-ngereous function use the s:ale elasticityinstead of p.

7Using results from Mindlak and Hellinghausen for the cross-countryproduction function, the ccmbined elasticities for land and labor is .62,leaving .38 for capital ard raw material of which aboit .16 can beattrTbuted to the variable inputs.



smaller are the factor supply elasticities, the smaller is the product

supply elasticity.8 This can bE :een by incorporating (7) in the analysis

to yield under sj /0 for all j.9

(8) E = [( - - 1) + 2 Ejy . j/s 

where aj is the factor share in total cost and Ejy = 31n xj/ i In y are the

expansion elasticities of inputs with respect to output.

A value of zero for sj is ruled out in (8) because it is assumed that

all inputs are allowed to vary. However, sj can be small for some j,

thereby making the supply elasticity small. Taking the production function

to be linear homogeneous, so that p = 1, and Ejy = 1 for a'l j reduces (8)

to

(9) g = 1/E aj/sj

If some inputs are fixed so that sj = 0 for some j, the expansion path

is not linear anymore. In this case, the result is modified. To simplify

suppose there are only two factors, x1 = v, x2 = k and p =1. In this

case,

(10) £ = [(( -1

s1

This expression is con-parable to (6), and shows clearly hcw the supply

elasticity is modified by the factor supply elasticity of the variable

factor. Thus, for 01 = .16 and s1 1 the produ-t supply elasticity is .09

instead of .19 obtained above under tre assumption of s1 = .

8For a discussion cf this, see Friedman and for application seeBrandow, Floyd.

9See BMYB (1985) for details.
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Endogenous technology10

The foregoing analysis was conducted conditional on the existence of an

aggregate agricultural production function. This assumption is now removed

in order to allow for the fact that at any time there are numerous

production functions. We now outline the implications of this approach for

our analysis.

The elementary component of the analysis is a technique, described bv a

oroduction function Fj(x). Technolcgy (T) is defined as the collection of

all possible techniques, T = {(Fj(x)}

The optimization problem is given by

(11) max L = 5j pjFj(vj,kj) - 2j wv;j X(k - 2j kj)

such that Fj(-) E T. The necessary conditions imply:

(12) 0 = 2j (pjFvj - wj)vj t lj(pjFkj - X)kj

- 0 - 0 for not implemented techniqueO + 0 + for implemented technique

where the signs under (12) give the joint equilibrium conditions for the

implementation of the jth tochnique. For a technique j to be implemented,

it is necessary that vj and kj are strictly positive therefore their

respective bracketed terms must be zero. The technique is not implemented

if a respective bracketed term has negative elements. That leads to the

definition of the implemented technology:

(13) IT(k, p, w, T) = {Fj(vj, kj) I Fj(v*j,!*j) i O, Fj - T).

The optimal output of technique j is: y*j = Fj(v*j, k*j), where

V*j = vj(s), k- = kj(s) are the optimal values subject to the state

10This discussion is based on Danin and Mundlak and Mundlak (1984,1985a, 1985b).



variables s = (p, w, k, T).11 Thus: the supply depends ot, T and the

constraints k. Of particular importance is capital the accumulation of

which leads to the employment of capital intensive techniques. The

relevance of this issue for long run supply is discussed in Section VII.

This formulation is very general in that the concept of a technique is

broadly interpreted. It uovers differences in products, firms, regions,

etc. Thus, regions may i;ffer in basic agrotechnical factors such as

climate and soil type, as well as by accessibility. Thus, production in

farms with poor roads is different from one which is close to the market

centers in almno.t every possible respect such as product composition, method

of production, use of inputs and so on. This illustrates the importance of

identifying as much as possible the determinants of the technology set, as

it is explained in the next section.

III. Data, Variables and Estimation Techniques

We estimate suppl) functions for two outputs, aggregate crop output and

aggregate livestock outpit and two input demand functions, fertilizer and

tractors. Data constraints do not allow an immediate extension to more

inputs. ,he system deals with only a small fraction of the agricultural

input. Yet, fertilizer is often cons-iered as representing the advanced

technology inputs.

Two additional alternatives are added. First, output is aggregated to

total agricultural output. In this case the system consists of one output

and two inputs. Second, crop output is decomposed into area and yield.

IIT i; the technology set. It is written here as an element of thevector s.
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Thus, the model consists of several equations which have the same

presentation:

(14) Yhit = Yhit + xit 3h Uhit

i= 1, ... , I country index, t 1, ... , T time index and h = 1, ... , H

equation index, and y is the intercept which is decomposed with a period and

country effect.

The explanatory variables consist of prices and of different measures

of human capital and infrastructure which affect the choice of the

implemented techrclogy. The prices include the two output prices, the price

of fertilizer and in some cases a measure of wage rates.

A detailed discuss ,r of tht data sources, data transformations and gap

filling procedure is given in Appendix 1 of SMYB. A brief description of

the variables is provided here to facilitate the piesentation of results.

Outouts & inputs. The individual output, inputs and price data come

from FAO. Outputs and prices were aggregated using multilateral Fisher

indices 12

Fertilizers are measured as tons of total nutrients N+P+K and their

price is an index where the three nutrients are weighted by their relative

importance in t, ? aggregate. Traotors are number of two-axle tractors with

more than eight horsepower. Prices were deflated by purchasing power partiy

exchange rates (PPPR) and thereby were converted into dollars.13

12Multilateral translog in.exes as proposed Lv Caves et al could not beused because many countries produce zero quantities of individual
commodities. See B?"VB fcr details.

131he source is Kravis et al. See BMYB 'or more details and for adiscussion of experimenting {ith fertilizer orices and urban wage rates asdefiators.



The exogenous inputs are land potential, irrigation and several other

measures of capital. Land was used for two pirposes, one for normalizing

some variables to a per hectare basis. For that purpose, we used

agricultural land which includes arable land, land under permanent crops and

meadow and pasture land. This however is an endogenous variable, and

therefore, is an inaopropriate measure of the size or potential, of the

country. The country acricultural potential is measured by the potential

dry matter production in eac' zountrv 'MPDM). It is based on the work of

Buringh et al and is constructed from three types of information:

photosynthesis capacity, moisture and soil types. *rhe variable is country

specific and does not vary over time.

Caoital. The capital variables can be classified in two ways: private

vs. public and physical vs. human. The information on private physical

capital is non-existent for -any countries in the sample. The human capital

variables are: Adult Literacy - as a measure of schooling. Life Expectarcy

- as a measure of health investment. Research - is introduced in two

alternatives.14 First, man-years of research and IL cost of research per

man-year are entered as separate variables. Second, the stock of research

expenditure per hectare is used, without a dec:omposition to the two

components. Extension - is medbured in the n.mber of extension agents per

capita of farm population. In a number of cases we have also included the

following interaction terms: Rese ch and Extension and of Extension and

Literacy. Irrigation measures th; proportion of agricultural land irrigated

at least once during the year. It represents to a large extent :.ie supply

of public irrigaticn project. The physical infrastructure is represented by

i4The data on research and extension were kindly supplied by Ann Juddand Robert Evenson.



Ro3d Dens't' - the road length normalizel by the potential agricultural

land. Pavement - is the percentage of roads paved.

In addit1on to these, we use a measure of ccmprehensive capital as

suggested in Mundaak and Helinghausen. Let K be a vector if all the

comocnents of caoital. Then, we could write an aggregate prcduc;ion

function, using t:e prooe vy of constant returns to scale

(15) y = f(k)

wrere k is K divided by the labor force. Note that y serves a natural

aggregaite of the various capital components and as such it se:'vos as a

measure of comprehensive capital. In order to eliminate transitcry

variations, a three years moving average centered at t-2 h:s used for year

t. The variable was approximated by per capita income. This is the measure

of the comprehensive capital for the coun;ry as a whole. It is assumed that

the comDonent relevant for agriculture is mcnotonicaily increasing with the

total. When the variable is used in the regression toqether with the other

components as specified above, its coefficient re-resents the effect of that

,art of comprehensive capital not accounted for by the variables which

appear in the regression. As such it .-c-lements those components appearing

exnlicitly in the regressions.

Finally, we aCd Rural Poculation Density as a separate variable to

allow for the Boserup hypothesis that an increase in population density

leads to agricultural growth. Higher density is believed to produce gains

from specialization as iell as to reduce the unit cost of infrastructure.

Estimation

Equation (14) is estimated conditional on the classical assumDtions

that uhit are distributed normally with 0, s2n)j are independent across
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countries and over time but not across equations. However, the vector of

explanatory variables, x,t, is basically the same in all equations. These

variables are taken to be exogenous and therefore the cross-equation

correlation of u contributes no additional information and the system is

cstimated by single equation techniques.

The Intercept is decomposed into country and time components and the

regressions were estimated alternatively by allowing for a country and year

effect (CT), a country effect (C), a year effect (T) and poolea data (P).

The implication of such a decomposition are used in the subsequent

discussion.15 Finally, the large number of variables produces

multicollinearity. This is overcome by using the principal component

technique as appeared in Mundlak (1981).

To dete mine the empirical importance of the country and time effects,

Table 1 reports the values of the R2 for four equations: area, yield crop

output and aggregate output.

The cxplanatory variables appear in Table 3.

Table 1: Degree of Fit (R2) a/
Selected Equations

Country
Pooled Country Time & Time

Effects Effects Effects
Equation P C T CT

Area .8792 .9986 .8573 .9986
Yield .7925 .9805 .7896 .9810
Crop Output .8883 .9954 .8527 .995;
Aggregate
Output .9173 .9977 .8957 .9978

a/ The P specification includes MPDM which is omitted fromthe T-specification. It is for this reason that the R2 of pis larger than t. The variables included in the equations
are listed in Table 3.

15See Mundlak (1961, 1978).
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The. most general model is CT. Imposing no time effect on this

model leads to the C model. An F-test of the null hypothesis of no

time effect does not lead to the rejection of this hypothesis in the

four equations presented in Table l. This is a rema- U.? result.

It is well known that agricultural production has undergone a

considerable increase in productivity. It thus appears th.at our

specification captures this increase and has left no time systematic

residuals.

In what follows we therefore concentrate on the two

specifications C, the "within", and the P estimator. There is a

strong correlation between tne country effects in the various

eauations and the various variables. The analysis of the C equation,

eliminates this as an econometric problem. By so doing, we do not

utilize the between-country variations. At the same time, we also

avoid the country-specific errors associated with the construction of

the data which are elimi'ated under the within-country estimation.

However the correlation between the country effects and the

explanatory variables is informative and it is taken up when the C

and P regressions ar- compare ,n Section V.

IV. Within Country Estimates

Often empirical results depend strongly on the specification of

the estimated equation. Th.s section summarizes results obtained

under various specifications which should help to place the

discussion within an apprcpriate empirical framework. The detailed

results on which this summary is based appear in BMYB.
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Table 2 shows the detailed results of one single npecification.
But we vill distinguish between robust and less robust results
according to whether or not they differed with changes in
specification.

Prices

The various specification explored the sensitivity of the
results to alternative methods of deflating prices: Purchasing pcwer,
parity prices, deflation by fertilizer prices and deflation by the
urban wage. Alternative specifications included (1) simply lagging
prices once, (2) introducing the price of t-1, t-2 and t-3 in free
fron, and (3) using the Nerlovian distributed lag technique and
replacing shifter variables by the lagged dependent variable. The
main results can be summarized as follows:

1. The key results are not sensitive to the price
normalization

2. Short-run aggregate output supply appears to be remarkably
price inelastic. Own elasticities of output supply in no
case exceed 0.06 for any of the output variables.

3. Extending the lag structure beyond t-1 produces slightly
higher "long-run" elasticities. The largest elasticities
are estimated using the distributed lag technique. But
even these "long-run" elasticities do not exceed a value of
0.3, a point to which we return in Section VI.

4. All short-run crop supply elasticities have the correct
sign and are in general statistically significant.
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5. The short-run livestock supply elasticities have a

statistically significant negative sign and vary b-tween -

-0.3 and -0.16. This result reflects .,e stock adjustment

process and requires further analysis.

6. The short-run fertilizer demand elasticity i^ remarkably

stable at about -0.16 level. It is the largest, in

absolute terms of the short-run elasticities obtained. The

tractor elasticity with respect to th. output price varies

from 0.09 to 0.13 and is significant. Thus, both inputs

are seen to be more price responsive than the resulting

output levels. This can be attributed to the fact that the

input elasticities represent expansion as well as

substitution effects, whereas the aggregate supply

elasticity represents only expansion effects.

7. On the whole the cross price effects were of secondary

quantitative importance.

The Shifters

The experimentation with shifter variables were primarily

concerned with the treatment of research and extension. The other

shifter variables were introduced in the same mar,ner in all

equations. The variations with research and extension involve

(1) the shift from man-years and research cost per man-year to total

research expenditures, and (2) whether interaction terms were present

between tne research variable (manyears or total expenditures) and

the extension variable and between the extension and the literacy

variables.
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GDP. The largest GDP elasticities appear in the tractor stock,

the livestock supply and the fertilizer demand equations,

respectively. The elasticities are lower in the crop output and crop

yield equations. The lowest elasticity, arises in the area equation.

Such a result is consistent with an interpretation of the GDP

variable as a capital-availability variable.

Population Density. Rural population density clearly has a

positive and significant effect on all output variables, except

perhaps for crop area. It also increases the fertilizer input.

Ignoring the tractor equation, the population density elasticity

is the highest for fertilizer demand and livestock output (0.53 for

both), followed by aggregate and crop output (0.28 and 0.27). The

crop output effect is partitioned into nearly equal area and yield

effects (0.12). The high impact on fertilizer demand is consistent

with the idea that distribution of fertilizer is cheaper in densely

populated areas where commerce is well developed. This, however,

does not explain the high elasticity of livestock. Alternatively, it

is likely that population density affects the cropping pattern -- the

more dense the population the larger the proportion of crops which

are nitensive in inputs other than land (in particular, fertilizer).

This explanation also accounts for the high elasticity of livestock.

The strength and consistency of the population density variable is

completely consistent with Ester Boserup's hypothesis on the

relationship between population density and agricultural

productivity. For all other variables the results are less stable.

Research. The only robust conclusion that one can draw from

the various formulations is that research increases fertilizer



demand. A somewhat less rcbust conclusion is that research increases

aggregate crop yields, but perhaps tends to reGuce crop area.

Because of these apparently contradictory impacts, the results do not

show a positive effect on crop output. As the resuls with respect

to livestock output are also contradictory, research appears not to

influence aggregate outDut in a Dositive way.

These results appear to contradict a lot of earlier research on

the impact of research on agricultural output. Further work will be

required to discriminate among three hypotheses:

(i) Our find 4ngs are correct and earlier studies falsely

attributed to research the effect on agricultural

production cf left-out variables, such as population

density, capital availability and infrastructure.

(ii) Research is not measured accurately enough by our

variables.

(iii) There is too much heteroyeneity in our data set to allow

the effect of research to show up. Groupings of countries

into more homogeneous groups is required.

Extension. With our crude extension variable we cannot show an

effect of extension on either crop area or aggregate output.

Extension may, however, have an effect on crop output, crop yield and

livestock output. Note that our extension variable cannot measure

quality of extension.

Irrigation. Irrigation clearly has a positive effect on

aggregate output and tractor demand. The latter effect is easily

explained by the extra poeier requirements of more intensive croppin'.

It also appears to increase livestock output. The effects on yield



and crop output are not consistently positive, but the exceptions to

positive response can be explained out.

Irrigation may have a negative effect on crop area, however. If

aggregate demand is limited, newly-irrigated areas may compete with

non-irrigated areas and the latter may decline. Just as in the case

of research, the higher yields may substitute for area under crops.

The aggregate output effect of irrigation may therefore not be as

dramatic as usually assumed.

Literacy. This variaale appears to have a positive effect on

crop yield and crop output as well as on aggregate output and

fertilizer demand. Literacy clearly has a negative effect on crop

area. Moreover, it :onsistently seems to reduce livestock output and

tractor demand.

Life Expectancy. An improvement in this variable appears to

lead to increased area and greater tractor demand. Positive effects

on crop output, livestock output, aggregate outpuc and fertilizer

demand appear in most cases.

Roads and Pavement. The most robust effect of both these

variables is on tractor demand, with pa ement having a particularly

strong effect. Livestock output is also unambiguously associated

with improvements in this measure of road quality. The following

effects are not always statistically significant, however: road

density tends to increase crop area, crop output and fertilizer

demand, and these effects accord well with a priori expectations.

Less in accordance with 3 :riori expectations are the findings that

road quality reduces crop aeea but increases yield, with the neg3tive



area effect dominating the yield effect so that crop output and

aggrega' output are also reduced.

To summarize the results fo. the "within-country" estimators,

fairly clearly and positive effects on agricultural output are found

for GDP, population density, irrigation and life expectancy.

Research, extension, literacy and the road variables either have

little effect, once the other shifter variables are introduced, or

are so poorly measured that this effect does not show up clearly.

V. The Imoortance of Country Effects

We now return to a comparison of the C and P specifications.

Note, however, that P includes a country-specific variable, MPDM.

This variable is not included in the C specification because it

remains constant over time. Thus, the country effect, which is

statistically significant represents variables over and above our

measure of the physical potential, MPDM. The estimated coefficients

of the two soecifications are presented in Table 3. These

regressiors differ from those in Table 2 by the inclusion of

interaction effects for research and ext-nsion variables. Only

output supply equations are showr.

The own price coefficien'.s in the output equations are negative

in the P equations and positive, but weak, in the C equations. Since

the difference between the coefficients in the P and the C equations

is attributed to ccrrelaticn in the sample between the explanatory

variable and the countrv effect it is inferred that a negative

correlation existed between the country effect and the price.

Tracing this to tne two comDonents of crop output. it is seen that
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the difference in the price coefficients is considerably larger in

the area equation. On the surface it may suggest that large area and

high vield cause lower prices. This suggests a simultaneous equation

bias due to the omission of a demand equation from the analysis.

This possibility is not pursued here. The present discussion deals

with other issues.

The coefficient of fertilizer price is positive in all

equations, though in most c?sc, ;t is not significantly different

from zero. Furthermore, a comparison of ,;e C and P equations

indicates that in all cases the bias due to country effect was

positive.

It thus aopears that low output prices, high fertilizer prices

and positive court;y effects go together. This is particularly so

for The acreage equation as indicated above. This implies that low

price ratio of output to fertilizer was combined with strong acreage

response. Since international Prices are common to all countries,

and abstracting from differences due to transportation, it appears

that countries with larger ccuntry effect in the area equation taxea

agriculture more heavily. It is clear that we were unable to

reproduce Peterson's results. In fact our cross-country comparison

gives implausible negacive coefficients.16
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different from zero and their. etfect on output is positive. However,

when country effects are taken into account the results chaige

qualitatively and quantitatively. Many of the coefficients bec

insignificantly different from zero, some change signs, and the

othe^s change magnitude. Thus, clearly there is a correlat,on

between the country effects and the various explanatory variaoles.

Only the role of population density and GDP are largely unaffected by

the introduction of country effect. Furthermore, quantitatively, the

value of the coefficients of GDP is ch2nged relatively little in all

equations except for aggregate oLtput whose coefficient in the P

equation is considerably higher This is not the case for crop

output. It is therefore inferred that the difference is due to

livestock output indicati::g a positive correlation between the

overall availability of capital and the production of livestock. On

the other hand, population density is positively correlated with the

country effect in the area equation and that effect carr.es into the

crop output equation.

In the within-country regressiors, irrigation has a large

positive coefficient on yield but a negative one on area; the net

effect on crop cutput and aggregate output is --ill a positive

coefficient. Comparison with the pooled regrension indicates that

irrication is positively correlated with the c)untry effect in the

area equation, but negatively correlatid with the rountry effect in

the yield equation. What this means is that countries where

irrigated area constitutes a large proportion of their total arable

land tend to have a negative shift in the yleld equation, i.e., other

things equal, have lower yields. Conversely, other thi,gs equal,

7 L
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they utilize more area. One interpretation of this is that countries

with low yield poter,tal have responded by constructing more

irrigation.

Finally, paved roads and literacy are positively correlated with

the country effects of all equations.

To conclude, the cross country variations in output are largely

accounted for by the infrastructure and capizal avail-bility a.;

represented by the various shifters. We have been unt le to detect a

positive supply response from the cross count-y comparison.

Moreover, as explained in the following section, we question the

interpretation of a price coefficient obtaired from such equation to

represent the long run response. Thus, as far as price response is

concerned, what we have is the short run effect as explained in

Sectioi, IV.

VII. On the Supply in the lona Run

Because shifter variables have such strong effects on c.tput,

explaining the long-run suply requires an analysis of the

determinants of change in the shifters thernselves. This is not done

he,'e empirically. However, we can use the theoretical framework to

comme-c on the process. With some qualifications, equation (8) can

serve to link between the short jnd the lcng run. The qualifications

are: 'I' the equation only applies to the private input ; (2) it is

obtained within a comparative statics framework. Since comparative

statics ana.lysis is timeless whereas observations are dated, there is

a need to link between the two.
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Cnanges in aggregate supply involve chaniges in resources. Much

of the increase in agricultural output was obtained by expansion of

capital inputs. In relating such an expansion to prices it should be

noted that the total investment in the economy is bounded by overall

savings. Therefore an increase in agricultural investment in the

economy is bounded by overall savings. Therefore an increase in

agricultural investmert takes place at ,e expense of investment in

non-agriculturs and as such it depends on the differential rate of

rct!'nn between agriculture and non-agriculture, as well as on other

variables. This process is not -evealed by comparative statics

analysis. To captLre it, a different analysis is required as

illustrated in Mundlak (1979) and Cavallo and Mundlak. A change in

agricuitural prices affects the rate of returns in agriculture and

thereby its share in total investment. The essence ol this process

is that an increase in the pace of agricultural investm'it has an

increasing cost due to the increase in the shadow price of capital

goods. Referring tc (8) that can be expressed in terms of low values

for the factor supply elasticities (sj) related to capital inputs.

But it should be noted that within this framework sj is a function

that depends on the oace of agricultural investment which, by itself,

is endogenous within the economic process.

Also, the level of employment in agriculture cannot be explained

within the framework of comnArative statics. Since agriculture is a

declining industry, it generates surplus labor as reflected by lower

returns to labor in agriculture than in non-agririlture. As a

result, a Jynamic process of off-farm migration determines the labor

supply in agriculture (Mundl-'k 1979). The time rate of migration
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depends, among other things, on the magnitude of the intersectoral

wage differential. This is the major channel through which changes

in agricultural prices affect labor supply. Again, putting it in

terms of elasticity of labor supply as required by (8), th2 value of

such elasticity will depend on the length of period under

consideration, and in any case will be endogenous.

All this leads to the conclusion that using (8), tne move to

long-run elasticities cannot be done by innocently assuming all

factor supply elasticities to become very large, and consequently

obtain a large product supply elasticity.

The above discussion dealt with the long-run response arising

from the supply of private inputs. The empirical analysis indicated

that the public inputs have had a very substantial effect on supply.

The levels of such public inputs are not determined within the same

framework which applies to the private inputs. We do n. have, at

the present, a framework to explain the leve of public inputs and it

is therefore taken '.o be exogehous in this analysis.Note, howVever,

that if indeed countries follow policies of applying public inputs in

agriculture to compensate for discriminating price policies toward

agriculture, it is possible to generate negative supply response from

crcss-country analysis, as was the case in our analysis. This can be

derived immediately by a proper interpretation of (5).

Finally agricultural output has historicallv been strongly

affected by technical change. Recall that our empirical findings,

once account was taken of shifter variables, detected no time effect

on supply. Also GDP, our measure of comprehensive capital, performed

empirically as well as a time trend. This is not a coincidence. As
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explained in Mundlak (1985b), the process of technical change is

closely related to that of capital accumulation. his process nas

two major ascects -- tFe invention of new techniques and their

implementation. Both aspects, but especially implementaticn, deoend

to a large degree on the pace of capital accumulatior.

To conclude the discussioti, the study of long-run supply

response requires a substantially more detailed investigation of

private agricultural investment and migration. It also requires an

analysis of the process by which governments allocate resources to

the shifter variables which appear in the single-equation supply

function of the sort analyzed above. The simple aggregate supply

functions, when estimated from the within-country variations, produce

very low short-run and apparent "long-run" elasticities with respect

to price. The short-run input demand elasticities with respect to

output and own-pricR are higher than the "shcrt-run" aggregate output

supply and these results are consistent with conventional theory as

presented in Section iI.
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